Abstract The Global Coupled 3 (GC3) configuration of the Met Office Unified Model is presented.
Introduction
The Met Office produces forecasts across a range of time scales from numerical weather predictions (NWPs) for days ahead or less, through monthly seasonal-decadal forecasts, to climate change projections. Using the unified coupled model framework described by Hewitt et al. (2011) , model development now progresses on a quasi-annual cycle with a new configuration of the coupled atmosphere-land-ocean-sea ice model (and components, e.g., atmosphere-land for short-range NWP) being released every 1-2 years for use across prediction time scales by the Met Office and its collaborators (Walters et al., 2011) . This seamless approach has yielded numerous benefits including improved ability to investigate model systematic errors, greater scientific robustness of the model, and a more efficient use of resources (scientists, high performance computing, etc.; Brown et al., 2012) .
The latest configuration of the coupled model, released March 2016, is known as Global Coupled configuration 3.0 (GC3.0). This comprises component configurations Global Atmosphere 7.0 (GA7.0), Global Land 7.0 (GL7.0), Global Ocean 6.0 (GO6.0), and Global Sea Ice 8.0 (GSI8.0). GA7.0 and GL7.0 are fully documented by Walters et al. (2017b) , while GO6.0 is described by Storkey et al. (2017) and GSI8.0 by Ridley et al. (2017) . Upon freezing GC3.0, it was found that the anthropogenic aerosol forcing (as a difference in the top-ofatmosphere radiation balance between an atmosphere-only simulation with 1,860 forcings and a simulation with year 2000 aerosol forcing) was excessively strong to the point where the total anthropogenic effective radiative forcing would almost certainly be negative, failing an acceptance criteria, and a project was initiated to understand and address this through a limited set of physical improvements to the model. The work carried out is fully described in companion papers in this special issue with the main change being the inclusion of a representation of spectral dispersion in the calculation of the cloud droplet effective radius following Liu et al. (2008) . This work resulted in a GA7.1 atmosphere configuration (Walters et al., 2017b) . Following on from this, further tuning of the sea ice was undertaken within the coupled model (leading to GSI8.1) and together these changes form GC3.1. The sea ice tuning involved increasing the iceocean drag coefficient and increasing the ice thickness for which the bare-ice albedo is reduced to account for the darker ocean below being visible through it. However, the majority of the impact on the sea ice volume and extent between GC3.0 and GC3.1 was caused by the changes to the clouds and aerosols in the development of GA7.1. It should be noted that most of the differences between GC3.0 and GC3.1, both in terms of model changes and resulting systematic errors, are relatively small and localised. Hereafter GC3 will be used to mean collectively GC3.0 and GC3.1 and we only show results from the two where we have found notable differences. It is expected that GC3.1 will be the basis for the UK community's submission to the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6 (CMIP6).
In this paper, we provide a technical description of the coupling between the components to complete the model description and then present the coupled model performance in terms of mean bias, variability, and skill. We do not discuss climate projections from GC3 as these will be presented in companion papers in this special issue. The ''physical'' model presented here does not include earth system components such as interactive vegetation, ice sheets or land, and ocean biogeochemistry. GC3.1 is being developed into an earth system model (UKESM1) and this will be described in companion papers in this special issue.
The present paper documents the impact of changes relative to the last coupled configuration GC2 (Williams et al., 2015) , which is currently used operationally at the Met Office for seasonal forecasting and has been used for some climate studies. While GC3 has been developed for use across time scales, and results from climate, seasonal and NWP simulations are presented, we focus on the longer time scale climate simulations (referred to as HadGEM3-GC3) since this will be the physical model configuration submitted to CMIP6. For the same reason, we also compare back to the much older configuration, HadGEM2-AO (Martin et al., 2011) , results from which were submitted to CMIP5. Note that under current Met Office nomenclature, GCx refers to the configuration (precisely defining the science settings being run), whereas HadGEMx (Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model) is the climate system name (the way of running the model, its initialization, etc.). This nomenclature was developed after HadGEM2-AO, so HadGEM2-AO defines both the science and system.
In the next section, we provide details of the coupling and experiments subsequently presented. In section 3, the climatological biases and overall skill of the model are discussed, while systematic errors in variability are presented in section 4. We summarize in section 5.
Coupled Model Details
The configurations used in this paper are listed in Table 1 . The GC3.0 configuration is defined by the combination of the component model scientific configurations (GA7.0, GL7.0, GO6.0, and GSI8.0) and associated choices about the way these model components are coupled together. The component models are fully documented in the model description sections of Walters et al. (2017b) , Storkey et al. (2017) , and Ridley et al. (2017) , while the technical details of the coupling are described in Appendix A. GC3.1 uses the component models GA7.1 and GSI8.1 in place of GA7.0 and GSI8.0, however, details of the coupling are identical to GC3.0.
Relative to GC2, GC3 has a new modal aerosol scheme, new multilayer snow scheme, introduction of multilayer sea ice and a number of parametrization changes in all the model components, including a set relating cloud and radiation and revision to the numerics of convection (these are all described in the component papers). HadGEM2-AO predates GC2, so relative to HadGEM2-AO, GC3 has numerous additional changes including a new ocean model, new sea ice model, major revision to the atmosphere dynamical core, new cloud scheme, and considerable revisions to all of the existing parametrization schemes.
The vertical resolution is set by the component model definitions, being 85 levels in the atmosphere (with a top at 85 km), 4 soil levels, 75 levels in the ocean (with a 1 m top level), 4 layers in the sea ice with 1 layer of snow on the top and a multilayer terrestrial snow scheme. The GA7 science is run over horizontal resolutions from N96 (135 km in midlatitudes) to N1280 (10 km in midlatitudes) on a regular latitude-longitude grid with no explicit changes to model parametrizations. The ocean uses a tripolar grid and can also be run at multiple resolutions (18, 1/48, 1/28) but requires a small number of explicit changes only related to horizontal resolution (Storkey et al., 2017) . Results presented here all use a horizontal resolution of N216 (60 km in midlatitudes) in the atmosphere and ORCA025 (1/48) in the ocean. There will be a submission of the physical model to CMIP6 at this N216-ORCA025 resolution, however, UKESM1 will initially use the N96-ORCA1 (135 km atmosphere; 18 ocean) resolution (described elsewhere in this special issue). Results shown here from GC2 are at an identical horizontal and vertical resolution to GC3 (the ocean grid in GC3 has been extended from GC2 to encompass ice cavities, but these are not yet implemented, so the grids used are effectively identical). HadGEM2-AO uses an N96 (135 km) L38 atmosphere (with a top at 40 km) and 18 (plus tropically enhanced) L40 ocean.
A full description of the coupling is included in Appendix A for completeness, although many aspects are unchanged from GC2 (Williams et al., 2015) and the original description in Hewitt et al. (2011) .
The majority of results are from the present-day climate experiment, results from which use the ''HadGEM'' system label (e.g., HadGEM3-GC3). This is a 100 year free-running simulation with forcings set to use values from the year 2000 (this is the same as experiment 2 in CMIP3). Where appropriate (e.g., for aerosol emissions), these forcings vary through the annual cycle. The ocean is initialized from EN3 climatology (Ingleby & Huddleston, 2007) . Unless otherwise stated average results over the period 50-100 years after initialization from EN3 are shown. By this time, the sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are in quasi-equilibrium (Figure 1 ).
Results presented from seasonal hindcasts of GC2 and GC3 use the GloSea5 (Global Seasonal forecasting) system (MacLachlan et al., 2015) . The hindcasts are for the years 1993-2015, each of 210 days in length. Within each year, there are three start dates for the DJF hindcasts (25 October, 1 November, and 9 November) and three for JJA (25 April, 1 May, and 9 May). Each start date has an eight-member initial condition ensemble, resulting in 552 hindcasts for each of DJF and JJA. The ocean and sea ice are initialized from Met Office Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM; Blockley et al., 2014) , the atmosphere from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee et al., 2011) , and soil moisture from a climatology of the JULES (Joint UK Land Environment Simulator) land surface model forced with ERA-I. More details on the initialization can be found in MacLachlan et al. (2015) .
NWP hindcast results are from cases over the annual period 1 September 2011 to 31 August 2012. Cases are initialized at 00Z every day (which is when the ocean reanalyses are available) and each is 15 days in length. Ocean and sea ice are initialized from reanalyses produced with research versions of the Met Office ocean analysis system (Waters et al., 2015) consistent with GO5 and GSI6 physics (for GC2 runs) or GO6 and GSI8 physics (for GC3 runs) and the corresponding ORCA025 grid. Atmosphere and land are initialized from archived Met Office operational NWP 00Z analyses of the day. Somewhat older (GA3.1 and GL3.1; Walters et al., 2011) global atmosphere and land physics versions were used operationally during 2011-2012; the operational NWP resolution used then was also different from the resolution used here, so the atmosphere analyses are interpolated to the NWP hindcast resolution (N216L85). The GC3 NWP hindcasts, as for seasonal hindcasts, initialize soil moisture and snow from GC3-compatible climatologies, but GC2 hindcasts initialize soil moisture and snow by interpolation from the analyses of the day. Consequently, the ocean and sea ice initial states can broadly be considered ''native'' to the NWP hindcasts with respect to resolution and Liu et al. (2015) . (f) Total absolute flux error, i.e., the sum of the magnitude of the error in each of the components shown in Figures 2c-2e . The solid black line is the mean of the total absolute flux error across the CMIP5 ensemble while the dashed black line is the total absolute flux error of the ensemble mean of the heat fluxes (i.e., using the solid black lines in Figures 2c-2e) , which is lower due to the cancellation of errors across the ensemble.
Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2017MS001115 5 GC physics versions, but the same is not true for the atmosphere and land states. Some initialization shock might be expected as a direct consequence of this, but initialization shock can also arise as a result of the initial states themselves being products of separate uncoupled (forced) systems (Mulholland et al., 2015) .
Both the NWP and seasonal hindcasts use prescribed aerosol concentrations. For GC2 this is from a HadGEM2-AO AMIP (Atmosphere Model Intercomparison Project) simulation and for GC3 it is from a GA6 AMIP simulation, but in both cases the direct and indirect aerosol effects are calculated interactively as for the climate experiment (Walters et al., 2017a) .
GC3 Mean Biases and Summary Metrics
HadGEM2-AO develops a cold mean SST bias over much of the world's oceans, with a particularly intense cold anomaly in the central North Atlantic associated with the northward turn of the Gulf Stream ( Figure  2 ). Exceptions are the Southern Ocean and Southern Hemisphere subtropical stratocumulus regions where a small warm bias is present. The increased ocean resolution in HadGEM3-GC2 compared to HadGEM2-AO leads to an improved representation of the path of the Gulf Stream (Scaife et al., 2011) which largely eliminates the cold North Atlantic anomaly. However, the Southern Ocean has a large warm bias in HadGEM3-GC2 (locally >6 K). This is reduced in HadGEM3-GC3.0 and the magnitude of the remaining Southern Ocean warm bias is comparable with the magnitude of cold SST biases in the northern hemisphere. The hemispheric asymmetry in the SST bias is improved in HadGEM3-GC3.1 such that the magnitudes of local SST errors are mostly less than 2 K. As the simulation uses constant present-day forcing throughout, we would expect the global-mean SST for the final 50 years assessed here to be slightly warmer than observed due to the effect of ''committed warming,'' although Figure 1 shows this drift to be slow.
The Southern Ocean warm bias received considerable attention in the development of HadGEM3-GC3 and remains the subject of ongoing research. An AMIP simulation parallel to HadGEM3-GC2 has a particularly large net downward surface heat flux error 408S-608S, which spatially corresponds well with the warm bias in the coupled model, and is in excess of that from other CMIP models (Figure 3b ). This suggests that at least part of the SST error over the region (and elsewhere) is likely to come from the atmosphere. Large uncertainties exist in estimates of surface heat fluxes. Here we follow the method of Liu et al. (2015) which combines satellite-based radiative fluxes (Allan et al., 2014) with ERA-I estimates of atmospheric column energy storage and horizontal divergences. We opt to do this since the spread in observational estimates of turbulent fluxes is considerably larger than the spread between observational estimates of radiative fluxes and this approach results in a consistent set of surface flux components which, by design, add up to the estimate of the net flux. The turbulent flux component is arguably the least certain with this methodology since it is a residual in the calculation. Further discussion of the uncertainties with this method are in Liu et al. (2015) .
The positive net flux error in Figure 3b over the Southern Ocean arises from a combination of errors in the shortwave (SW) and turbulent fluxes. These are comparable to HadGEM2-AO, however, unlike HadGEM2-AO, HadGEM3-GC2 does not have a compensating negative flux error in the longwave (LW). This improvement in the LW surface flux is due to work having been done to increase low cloud amounts, reducing a bias over the region (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012) . Detailed analysis has shown the outstanding SW error to be primarily related to the microphysical cloud processes (especially the lack of supercooled liquid water in the simulated cloud), and the introduction of turbulent product on of mixed-phase cloud (Furtado et al., 2016) and the modal aerosol scheme in HadGEM3-GC3 have improved the Southern Ocean cloud microphysics. As a result of these model changes, the net flux error in HadGEM3-GC3 has been reduced relative 
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7 to HadGEM3-GC2 and is now comparable with HadGEM2-AO. However, the total absolute error (sum of the magnitude of shortwave, longwave, and turbulent component errors) is much smaller and among the lowest of the CMIP5 models indicating that significant removal of compensating errors has taken place ( Figure  3f ). More generally, away from the tropics, the total absolute error is comparable with, or smaller than, the total absolute error of the CMIP5 ensemble mean flux errors (black dashed line in Figure 3f ) which is notable since the ensemble mean can be hard to beat due to cancelling errors between different models. The high total absolute error just north of the equator is due to SW errors associated with cloud errors along the ITCZ and turbulent flux errors. It is likely that a contribution to the latter is excess evaporation associated with an overly strong hydrological cycle (see below), however, the uncertainty in the observationally derived estimate of the turbulent flux is also likely to be large in this region.
The negative flux error around 308N in Figure 3b , which leads to the cold bias in the northern hemisphere, became worse in HadGEM3-GC3.0 compared with HadGEM3-GC2, but was subsequently improved in HadGEM3-GC3.1. In both cases, sensitivity studies have shown that the changes responsible were related to cloud-aerosol interaction, although the impact on the surface flux is through an indirect effect on the turbulent flux rather than directly through the SW as might be expected. The initial reduction in the downward surface flux was due to the revised activation scheme within the new modal aerosol scheme, while the subsequent improvement in HadGEM3-GC3.1 was due to the inclusion of a representation of the spectral dispersion in the calculation of the effective radius following (Liu et al., 2008) . 
8 The improvements to the surface fluxes along with changes within the ocean model, primarily a retuning of the vertical and along-isopycnal mixing (as described by Storkey et al., 2017) , have all contributed to the improved SSTs in HadGEM3-GC3, and generally to the zonal mean temperature profile through the ocean (Figure 4) . A large tropical subsurface cold bias in HadGEM2-AO and warm bias in HadGEM3-GC2 has been considerably reduced in HadGEM3-GC3 and the Southern Ocean warm bias improved throughout the top 750 m of the ocean. There is an indication that the winter ocean mixed layer might now be slightly too deep in the mode water formation regions ( Figure 5 ) and a future evaluation of mode water properties should be considered. There has been a strengthening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) by 2-3 Sv, bringing the heat transport within the uncertainty estimates of current observations (Figure 6) . However, the strengthening of the MOC may, in part, be due to deepening of convection in the Labrador Sea, which increases an existing bias in HadGEM3-GC2 and can be seen as a large positive error in the mixed-layer depths for the region ( Figure 5 ).
The accurate simulation of sea ice extent and thickness in the present-day climate is likely to be important for the estimation of climate sensitivity, projections of when the Arctic will be ice free in summer, and seasonal forecasts of sea ice extent (e.g., to inform the use of Arctic routes by shipping). HadGEM3-GC3 reproduces the seasonal cycle of Arctic ice extent well ( Figure 7a ). The Arctic ice volume tends to have a slightly larger amplitude of the seasonal cycle in all of the models compared with the Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modelling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS; Schweiger et al., 2011) . In HadGEM3-GC3.1, this results in the summer Arctic mean being close to the PIOMAS value and the winter volume being slightly higher (Figure 7b ), although still within the estimated observational uncertainty. As noted by Laxon et al. (2013) , PIOMAS may underestimate winter ice thickness. The large Southern Ocean warm bias in the HadGEM3 family of models results in the Antarctic ice extent and volume being considerably below what is observed, providing a positive feedback on the warm bias. The improvements to the SST error from HadGEM3-GC2 to HadGEM3-GC3.1 are reflected in the Antarctic ice extent and volume (Figures 7c and 7d ) such that the Antarctic ice extent in HadGEM3-GC3.1 is now around 80% of what is observed, although still below HadGEM2-AO. 
The improved SSTs globally are associated with improvements to lower tropospheric temperatures (Figure 8 ) with a large northern hemisphere cold bias being reduced between HadGEM2-AO and HadGEM3-GC2, and a Southern Hemisphere warm bias increasing in HadGEM3-GC2 but then reduced again in HadGEM3-GC3. Hardiman et al. (2015) describe the sensitivity of the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) temperature to various physical processes. Biases in this region are important since the temperature here controls the amount of water vapour entering the stratosphere (Brewer, 1949) , upon which the interactive chemistry in an ESM is highly dependent. In HadGEM2-AO there was a large warm bias (>5 K) in the TTL region (Figure 8a ) which has been considerably reduced, primarily through a change to the stencil used by the semi-Lagrangian dynamics in the calculation of the departure point for the vertical advection of potential temperature to make it more accurate in regions of large gradients (the so called Hermite cubic interpolation; Walters et al., 2017a) . However, a cold bias has now developed near the polar tropopause (particularly in summer in each hemisphere) which requires investigation. Improvements to the height of convection, most recently through the revised numerics of the convection scheme (the so called 6A convection scheme; Walters et al., 2017b) , have eliminated a cold bias in the upper tropical troposphere.
A detailed, cross-time-scale, evaluation of cloud against a range of observational data for the atmosphere components of HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 has been undertaken by Williams and BodasSalcedo (2017) . They illustrate how the many cloud, radiation and convection changes in the most recent model configuration have improved the simulation, reducing or eliminating a number of biases (e.g., excess cirrus; excess light drizzle). Figure 9 is a reproduction of Williams and Bodas-Salcedo (2017, Figure 2b ) but with the HadGEM2-AO AMIP simulation added. This shows the mean vertical profile of cloud in the tropics from CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations; Chepfer et al., 2010; Winker et al., 2010) and from the models using the CFMIP (Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project) Observational Simulator Package (COSP; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011; Chepfer et al., 2008) . Despite the accurate simulation of cloud being a particular strength of HadGEM2-AO (e.g., Jiang et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2013; Nam et al., 2012) , Figure 9 reveals some of the issues in terms of detrainment from deep convection not being at a sufficiently high altitude, too little thin cirrus, too little midtop convective cloud (e.g., cumulus congestus) and too little boundary layer cloud (especially in trade cumulus regions). The amount of boundary layer cloud, and height of convection are somewhat improved in HadGEM3-GC2. The amount of subvisual cirrus also increased considerably and became excessive. This is addressed in HadGEM3-GC3, along with the height of condensate detrainment from convection being further improved, consistent with the reduced upper tropospheric cold bias in Figure 8 .
The improvements in cloud follow through to improved top-of-atmosphere outgoing shortwave radiation (OSR) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) (Figure 10 ). The spatial root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the multiannual-mean bias is reduced by over 20% for OSR and just under 10% for OLR between HadGEM2-AO and HadGEM2-GC3.1. HadGEM2-AO has excess reflected shortwave in the subtropical transition regions which has been addressed through the introduction of the new prognostic cloud and condensate scheme (PC2; Wilson et al., 2008) . As discussed above, excess shortwave radiation reaches the Southern Ocean in HadGEM3-GC2 and this can also be seen in the OSR bias. Much of the error is believed to be due to a lack of supercooled liquid water at cloud top which has been improved, although not completely fixed, in 
HadGEM3-GC3. The OLR bias points to lack of detrained cloud from deep convection over the equatorial western Pacific in HadGEM2-AO and this has been improved. However, there remains a lack of convective cloud over tropical land (northern South America, central Africa, India, and the Maritime Continent). Throughout the extra tropics, there is too little OLR in all three model configurations. This bias is from the clear sky rather than cloud (not shown) and may relate to the upper tropospheric cold bias at higher latitudes noted above and/ or excess tropospheric water vapour.
Mean precipitation errors are dominated by systematic errors along the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The leading order spatial pattern of the error has changed little through the configurations (Figure 11) , although the DJF dry bias over the equatorial Pacific in HadGEM2 has largely been replaced by a wet bias in more recent configurations. Consistent with the OLR bias, there is a lack of precipitation over the Sahel, India, and the Maritime Continent during JJA and excess precipitation over the oceans. In most places, these biases have been slightly reduced in HadGEM3-GC3 compared with HadGEM3-GC2, most notably over India where the dry bias has been reduced by a third. There is a southward displacement of the Atlantic ITCZ which, as well as affecting the Sahel, may be important for teleconnections to the midlatitudes (Scaife et al., 2017) . During MAM, the southward displaced ITCZ also extends across the Pacific (not shown). This southward displacement is likely to be partially a result of the asymmetric SST bias, however, there is the indication of this displacement (albeit not as large) in parallel AMIP simulations which use observed SSTs suggesting that the asymmetric SST bias in the coupled configuration is not the sole cause. The annual-mean global-mean precipitation is 3.15 mm d 21 in HadGEM3-GC3 which is higher than observational estimates which generally have a value below 3.0 mm d 21 (e.g., Behrangi et al., 2014) . The figure in the parallel AMIP simulation is almost identical indicating that it is not a result of SST biases in the coupled simulation. This excess precipitation is a common model error and here reflects an overly strong hydrological cycle which has been a long-term issue in the UM. Associated with this strong hydrological cycle is excess oceanic evaporation which accounts for the large tropical turbulent flux error evident in Figure 3 . Watterson et al. (2014) propose a basic overall metric for climate models based on their ability to simulate screen-level temperature, precipitation, and pressure at mean sea level (PMSL) over the continents. Table 2 shows the score and its components for the models considered in this paper. Development from HadGEM2-AO to HadGEM3-GC2 saw small improvements to the temperature and precipitation metrics, however, there was significant degradation in PMSL (resulting in a drop in the overall metric) which arose through a combination of the introduction of the ENDGame (Even Newer Dynamics for Global Atmospheric Modelling of the Environment; Wood et al., 2014 ) dynamical core and revised gravity wave drag scheme (Vosper et al., 2009) . These model developments, while improving many aspects of variability, resulted in a large high pressure bias over the polar oceans and low pressure bias over the midlatitude continents. This transfer of mass toward the pole can be seen early in atmosphere-only NWP forecasts and investigations to date suggest excess surface drag in the midlatitudes may be responsible. It is also possible that these circulation errors may contribute to the local cloud and surface flux errors discussed above. All three metric components have improved through HadGEM3-GC3.0 to HadGEM3-GC3.1. In the case of PMSL, it should be noted that much of the improvement in the score between HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3.0 was due to starting the simulation from a different atmospheric state. The UM conserves atmospheric mass well, so the global-mean PMSL is largely determined by the mass in the initial dump, which in turn resulted from an operational data assimilation on a particular day. For HadGEM3-GC3, the atmospheric start dump was changed to be consistent across AMIP and coupled simulations and have the soil moisture already spun-up, hence the new start dump had been produced by a previous AMIP simulation and so a different original analysis. By chance, the global PMSL in the new HadGEM3-GC3 initialization file is very close to 1,013.25 hPa, the value specified by a number of international model intercomparison projects (e.g., CFMIP; Webb et al., 2017; the Aqua-Planet 
11 Experiment, APE; Williamson et al., 2012) . This is around 1.2 hPa higher than in the initialization of HadGEM3-GC2 and reduces the low PMSL bias over low latitude land. There have also been genuine improvements in the local PMSL error resulting in the score for HadGEM3-GC3.1 being higher again, although the polar high pressure bias remains and its effect may be being underrepresented in Table 2 due to the metric only considering land areas.
Overall GC3 may be considered an improvement on GC2 and this is reflected in its NWP performance. Currently the Met Office and its partners use atmosphere-only configurations operationally for week 1 forecasts, however, the use of coupled models for this forecast range is being tested for possible future implementation. Here the overall performance of GC3 is compared with GC2 in terms of forecast RMSE for a number of key variables (Figure 12 ). Compared against observations, the forecasts are at least overall neutral and many are significantly improved at most forecast lead times. Against ECMWF analyses, 
moving from GC2 to GC3 is neutral at longer lead times, but there is degradation at short lead times. This short-range degradation is likely to be due to differences between the Met Office operational analysis of the day which have been used to initialize the model, ECMWF analysis used for verification, and that neither are necessarily consistent with an analysis which would be produced from an atmosphere data assimilation system using the GA7 science. Investigations around implementation of the atmosphere-only configuration for NWP have shown that the performance of GA7 at short forecast lead times can be quite different (more so than was seen with previous configurations) with full cycling data assimilation compared with starting from existing analyses. These investigations have also shown that a recalculation of the covariance statistics used in the data assimilation is likely to be required, hence the longer forecast lead times in Figure 12 are likely to be more representative of a system using consistent data assimilation.
For the use of the configuration for seasonal forecasting at the Met Office, the predictability of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a key metric (Scaife et al., 2014) . Figure 13 shows the standardized NAO from GloSea5-GC2 and GloSea5-GC3 winter hindcasts. The correlation with observations from the two configurations are statistically indistinguishable, suggesting that GloSea5-GC3 forecast skill is likely to be comparable with the currently operational GloSea5-GC2. Despite there being a statistically significant correlation with the observations, Figure 13 is a standardized plot and Scaife et al. (2014) and Eade et al. (2014) highlight the anomalously low ''signal to noise'' in the GloSea5 ensemble. The strength of predictable signal is still Note. The overall score for all continents and individual scores for contributing elements are shown. A higher number indicates an improvement. In an idealized case of a model field being identical to an observational field, the metric is 1,000. Relative difference in RMSE between GC2 and GC3.0 against (a) synop observations and (b) operational ECMWF analyses of the day for the NWP experiment. Reduced RMSE (i.e., improvements) between GC2 and GC3.0 are green and increased RMSE are red. The size of the coloured box represents the fractional change with a 2% change filling the outline grey box and a 5% change filling the largest square. Williams et al. (2015) show the improvements in tracked extratropical cyclones in both hemispheres in HadGEM3-GC2 resulting from the ENDGame revision to the dynamical core which generally increases synoptic variability. HadGEM3-GC3 is very similar to HadGEM3-GC2 in this regard.
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GC3 Variability
The jet over the North Atlantic displays particularly complicated variability (compared with other ocean basins), with a trimodal latitudinal frequency distribution being present in the winter and a skewed structure in the summer (Figure 15 ; Woollings et al., 2010) . The winter jet positions have been shown to correspond to three of the principal synoptic regimes over the region (Ferranti et al., 2015) . Generally, CMIP5 models have struggled to capture this latitudinal variability, either not representing the multimodal structure, or too readily favouring a particular peak (e.g., the southern jet position in the winter; Anstey et al., 2013) . Both HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 capture the winter jet well, both in terms of the latitudinal position and temporal frequency of each preferred location. In summer, the reanalysis indicates a main central peak with a less frequent secondary maximum to the north. Both HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 have an indication of a double maxima, however, the two peaks have a similar frequency (i.e., the main southern position is too infrequent and the northern position too frequent in the models). Probably connected with this, there also appears to be a general northward displacement in the summer. Based on understanding gained from atmosphere-only NWP simulations, we speculate that these summer jet errors may be associated with biases in low cloud amount affecting the surface fluxes over the North Atlantic and North America, and hence baroclinic development. Sensitivity experiments have also suggested that the representation of drag (orographic and boundary layer) may play a role.
Blocking of transient eddies is an important regime which can lead to some of the most extreme weather in the midlatitudes. Following the methodology of Scherrer et al. (2006) to identify blocks based on a reversal of the equator-pole 500 hPa geopotential height gradient applied between 358N and 758N, three main blocking regions can be identified during the boreal winter: N. Pacific, Greenland and N.W. Europe (Figures 16a-16c ). Both HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 capture blocking in these regions, and the frequency of blocks simulated in Pacific sector is reasonably good (although there is a slight deficit in HadGEM3-GC3), whereas both models have notably too little over N.W. Europe. HadGEM3-GC3 may be regarded as a slight improvement in that the excess blocking over the eastern Atlantic (to the S.W. of the UK) is reduced, and more Greenland blocking is present. However, the significant N.W. Europe blocking bias remains. This drop in the frequency of European blocking develops in the second week of initialized forecasts and may be connected with the hemisphericscale PMSL errors discussed in the previous section. During the boreal summer, blocking is mainly over the N. Pacific and Scandinavia (Figures 16d-16f) . Again, HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 represent the Pacific blocking reasonably well (although there is a slight deficit) whereas blocking over Scandinavia occurs with a frequency of less than half that in the reanalysis. In contrast, there is excess summer blocking over the eastern Atlantic and central Europe, possibly connected with the northward displaced jet noted above.
Moving to the tropics, the El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a leading mode of tropical variability with impacts around the globe. Williams et al. (2015) show the El-Niño SST composite and equatorial wind stress in HadGEM3-GC2 which both compare favourably with observations. This has remained the case in 
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HadGEM3-GC3 and a variety of performance measures for ENSO are provided in Table 3 . Since HadGEM2-AO there have been notable improvements in the power spectrum time scale, mean Niño3 SST, mean Niño4 wind stress and Niño4 standard deviation in precipitation. The Niño4 standard deviation of SSTs deteriorated between HadGEM2-AO and HadGEM3-GC2 but has recovered again in the development of HadGEM3-GC3.
The main mode of tropical variability on intraseasonal time scales is the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). In addition to being a direct source of precipitation variability for regions such as the Maritime Continent and northern Australia, teleconnections from the MJO have been shown to affect other parts of the tropics and variability in the midlatitudes (e.g., Cassou, 2008) . In common with many models, the UM has traditionally struggled with MJO propagation across the Maritime Continent, preferring to keep it as more of a stationary mode of variability within the confines of the Indian Ocean basin. MJO propagation has significantly improved in HadGEM3-GC3 with more systems now crossing the Maritime Continent region and into the western Pacific (Figure 17 ). OLR and winds both have coherent propagation in the observations. In HadGEM3-GC2, there is little propagation of OLR anomalies yet the winds show weaker but faster eastward propagation. In HadGEM3-GC3 the propagation of convection is much improved and so is the correlation with the winds, however, the propagation speed remains faster than observed. This improvement has arisen primarily due to a change in the SST bias which, although generally being improved in the tropics, now has a local warm anomaly of around 1K in the waters surrounding the Maritime Continent. An AMIP simulation using the coupled model SSTs reflects this propogation whereas it is not apparent in the standard AMIP experiment with observed SSTs. The increased lower tropospheric humidity resulting from the warm SST is believed to be key to the improved propagation. While this indicates that the improvements to the MJO propagation in HadGEM3-GC3 might not be for the correct reasons, it provides hope that if the lower tropospheric humidity were correctly increased over the islands (e.g., through increased moisture convergence; Rashid & Hirst, 2016) it would significantly help the MJO simulation.
More generally the tropical precipitation power spectra has been improved in HadGEM3-GC3 (Figure 18 ). The number of eastward propagating Kelvin waves increased and more closely matches the spectra in the parallel AMIP simulation (not shown), probably due to the improved tropical SSTs. There is some increase in the power of Kelvin waves at around 30 days and the error dipole between this and 60 days for zonal wave numbers of 1-2 (bottom right plot in Figure 18 ) is consistent with the faster phase speeds seen in the lead-lag correlations.
The introduction of the ENDGame revision to the dynamical core and GA6 physics package (Walters et al., 2017a) resulted in a large improvement in the frequency, track, and intensity of tropical cyclones across all time scales and was evident in HadGEM3-GC2 (Heming, 2016; Williams et al., 2015) . Using the TRACK software package (Hodges, 1995) to track tropical cyclones, the track densities for HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 are shown in Figure 19 . Generally, the number of tropical cyclones is increased in HadGEM3-GC3 leading to improved track density maxima over the west and east North Pacific, where the model is now comparable with the observed frequency. In the Southern Hemisphere, the simulated frequency of tropical cyclones was already excessive in HadGEM3-GC2 and this has become slightly worse in HadGEM3-GC3. Over the North Atlantic basin, HadGEM3-GC2 simulates too few tropical cyclones in the eastern Atlantic. This has been partially improved in HadGEM3-GC3 but remains below what is observed. Figure 15 . Normalized frequency distribution of (a) DJF and (b) JJA jet latitude defined as the maximum 850 hPa wind over the North Atlantic 608W-08E (following Woollings et al., 2010) for ERA-I (years 1979-2016), HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3.0. The shading represents an estimate of uncertainty due to internal variability. This is calculated using a bootstrap methodology in which all days within a season are used within a 50 repetition bootstrap and then a 1,000 repetition bootstrap is used across the different years. The intraseasonal looping is to account for the fact that the jet can stay in one regime for much of a season. The shading represents 62 standard deviations of the resulting distribution.
African Easterly Waves (AEWs) are a key generation mechanism for Atlantic tropical cyclones and hence their accurate simulation is important for tropical cyclones and Sahel rainfall alike. Walters et al. (2017b) show the improvement in the frequency of African Easterly Waves in the AMIP simulation, mainly attributable to the introduction of stochastic physics (Sanchez et al., 2016) , and this improvement is also reflected in the coupled model. The frequency of AEWs is now comparable to reanalyses (not shown), however, Atlantic tropical cyclones require not only the correct frequency of waves, but also the correct distribution of vorticity and accurate positioning and strength of the African Easterly jet. We believe that the Fifty years of concatenated ERA-I and ERA40 (as described in Schiemann et al., 2017) are used (Figures 16a and 16d ) and the bias in HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3 against this is shown (Figures 16b, 16c, 16e , and 16f). Note. M1 and M2 are the standard deviation of monthly SST anomaly for regions Niño3 (908W-1508W, 58N-58S) and Niño4 (1608E-1508, 58N-58S) (K). M3 shows power spectrum time scales for monthly Niño3 SST anomaly (years, dominant time scale is in bold). M4 is a seasonality metric defined as the ratio of November-January and March-May standard deviation of Niño3 SST anomaly. M5 is annual-mean SST for Niño3 (K). M6 is the annual-mean zonal wind stress for Niño4 (N m 22 ). M7 is the standard deviation of precipitation anomaly for Niño4 (mm d 21 ). Model years 20-100 are assessed. SST observations are HadISST 1901 -2000 , precipitation is GPCP 1979 (CMAP 1979 Xie & Arkin, 1997) , and wind stress is Southampton Oceanography Centre climatology (Josey et al., 1998) . 
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18 combination of these elements is still not sufficiently well simulated to provide a reliable frequency of Atlantic tropical cyclones (Tomassini et al., 2017) .
Summary
In this paper, we have presented the performance of the GC3 configuration of the Met Office Unified Model in terms of its systematic errors. The differences between GC3.0 and GC3.1 are relatively small and, with the exception of the Southern Ocean, have localised impact. Here we have only highlighted where the differences are notable, otherwise the performance of the two can be regarded as comparable. The focus has been on the free-running climate simulation since HadGEM3-GC3.1 will be the physical model submitted to CMIP6 and underpinning UKESM1. However, the Met Office develops configurations for use across time scales and seasonal and NWP simulations have also been assessed. The results presented in this paper should be considered alongside the atmosphere-only results in Walters et al. (2017b) and ocean/sea ice results in Storkey et al. (2017 )/Ridley et al. (2017 .
Relative to its predecessor GC2, GC3 has improvements in a number of key systematic errors. Most significantly, the large Southern Ocean warm bias has been reduced by 75% between HadGEM3-GC2 and HadGEM3-GC3.1. There have also been improvements in the simulation of cloud, MOC, MJO, sea ice, and northern hemisphere tropical cyclone frequency. In the case of the Southern Ocean warm bias, while the net heat flux into the ocean remains too high, the combined magnitude of the error in the flux components is now well below previous UM configurations and comparable with the best models in CMIP5. This implies that many models achieve reasonable SSTs over the Southern Ocean through large compensating errors in the atmosphere fluxes.
Relative to HadGEM2-AO which was submitted to CMIP5, HadGEM3-GC3 provides a large improvement in many systematic errors. This includes reductions in temperature biases in most regions, good simulation of Chu et al., 2002) . The northern hemisphere period is set to May-November and the Southern Hemisphere period is set to October-May.
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19 midlatitude synoptic variability and notable improvements in the simulation of tropical cyclones and ENSO. However, there are a number of systematic errors requiring further work, including excess global-mean precipitation and its regional biases, the outstanding interhemispheric SST bias and insufficient European blocking.
Currently, the Met Office does not run climate change simulations which involve feedbacks (such as historical simulations with time-evolving forcing) during its model development process, only effective radiative forcing tests. Hence, there has been no deliberate model tuning to affect the climate sensitivity. Climate change simulations using HadGEM3-GC3 are now in progress and will be reported in subsequent papers. For technical reasons associated with issues around NWP implementation of GA7, the GloSea5 seasonal forecast system will not upgrade to GC3 operationally, however, the system is expected to upgrade in the future to GC4 and hence incorporate changes described here at that point.
Consistent with the quasi-annual development cycle discussed in section 1, work is already underway to further develop GC3 to form GC4. Since all of the changes in GC3.1 relative to GC3.0 are believed to be physical improvements, they will be included in GC4 along with a routine basket of parametrization changes, the most notable of which will be introduction of prognostic convective entrainment. Hence, the assessment presented here also provides a baseline for evaluating this future development.
Appendix A: Description of Coupling
The atmosphere uses the Unified Model (UM; Cullen, 1993) and land surface uses JULES (the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator; Best et al., 2011) . These component models run on the same grid and as part of the same model executable so can be considered to be ''tightly coupled,'' passing data where necessary by subroutine arguments or shared data arrays. Similarly the ocean (NEMO [Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean]; Madec, 2008) and sea ice (CICE; Hunke et al., 2015) models are compiled into a single executable and are ''tightly coupled'' on the same grid (with the caveat that CICE uses an Arakawa B grid placement of velocities in contrast to the C grid in NEMO).
Any relevant details of the UM-JULES and NEMO-CICE coupling are largely covered by Walters et al. (2017b) and Hewitt et al. (2011) , respectively, so here the focus is on the coupling of GA7-GL7 with GO6-GSI8 using the OASIS3 coupler (Valcke, 2013; Valcke et al., 2015) .
The atmosphere and ocean models run concurrently with the OASIS coupler. Compared with GC2, GC3 uses the more scalable MCT version of OASIS3 which provides routines to be compiled with the atmosphere and ocean executables rather than using its own executable. OASIS restart dumps are not used and so all relevant fields to initialize the component models at start-up are stored in their restart dumps. Given that OASIS fulfills a technical and (relatively) simple interpolation task, it might be envisaged that the same coupled scientific configuration could be reproduced using an alternative coupler. This may theoretically be true but currently details of the way models are sequenced, along with interpolation options available, mean that OASIS3 (although not necessarily the specific code version) is considered to be part of the definition of GC3. Note. Fields denoted * are subject to semiimplicit coupling. Sea ice velocities are combined with ocean velocities before passing through the coupler as described in Hewitt et al. (2011) .
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The momentum, freshwater, and heat fluxes passed from the atmosphere via OASIS to the ocean are largely as described in Hewitt et al. (2011) . To ensure energy conservation, fluxes provided from the atmosphere are time-mean values over the model coupling interval and where necessary are scaled within the ocean or sea ice models to take account of the latest ice fraction. There are separate heat flux coupling fields for ocean and sea ice, however, the wind stress components provided from the atmosphere model are currently mean values which are assumed to apply equivalently to ocean and sea ice. When the grids are markedly different (e.g., N96 and ORCA025) there is an imprint of the atmosphere grid seen in some ocean fields. A second order conservative regridding of selected fields has been introduced for GC3 which smooths the data passed through the coupler, reducing this imprinting (although it is not completely removed). Only fields which are already relatively smooth can use second order regridding as otherwise any noise in fields can be increased. Therefore, second-order regridding is only used for evaporation, sublimation and net heat flux. The solar radiation field passed from the atmosphere allows the use of the RGB (redgreen-blue) penetrative radiation scheme in the ocean model.
The coupling for the sea ice differs from that described in Hewitt et al. (2011) , with the fields now exchanged listed in Table A1 . Previously, with zero-layer sea ice thermodynamics, the JULES land surface model (which handles surface fluxes everywhere, not just over land) would calculate the diffusive heat flux all the way through the sea ice. For GSI8 with multilayer thermodynamics, CICE evolves a temperature profile, performing all calculations within the ice, and JULES calculates the surface exchange and the diffusive heat flux into the top ice layer only. To calculate the surface exchanges with multilayer thermodynamics, JULES requires extra coupling fields from CICE, top layer temperature and effective conductivity, to act as the lower boundary condition for the surface exchange calculations (West et al., 2016) . The addition of prognostic melt-ponds at GC3 required additional coupling changes. Although the melt-pond evolution is calculated in CICE, the pond fraction and depth are used within the JULES surface exchange scheme to determine surface albedo. In previous configurations, the surface exchange fluxes were calculated for a single sea ice category. These calculations are now performed separately for each of the five ice thickness categories, as well as for open water. Finally, changes have been made to the way in which energy fluxes are passed from JULES to CICE to ensure energy is apportioned more realistically across the sea ice in underlying cells, while still conserving energy. Grid-box-mean fluxes in JULES are transformed to be ''over sea ice fluxes'' prior to being passed through the coupler; the reverse transformation is then performed once the fluxes are received in CICE. These coupling changes are described further in Ridley et al. (2017) .
The coupling period is 1 h in GC3, compared with 3 h in GC2, to allow the diurnal cycle to be better resolved in both atmosphere and ocean boundary layers, and aid in reducing the inherent lag in ocean forcing fields as a result of running atmosphere and ocean components concurrently. To ensure conservation, coupling fields passed from atmosphere to ocean are 1 h time-averages. Snow amounts on land ice gradually increase over time. In the real world, this is balanced through iceberg calving. In GC2, a uniform fresh water flux was applied to the extratropical oceans to balance the snow increase. In GC3, snow amounts over land ice are passed though the coupler to NEMO's prognostic iceberg scheme and ice shelf melting scheme, maintaining instantaneous water balance for both the ice sheets and ocean. This is a simple approach to ensure that in long-term equilibrium the water content of ice sheets and ocean do not drift. This surface mass balance and geographical distribution of calving will then be used to calibrate a constant iceberg calving for use in transient climate change simulations where it is expected that there will be a substantial buildup of snow which is not immediately discharged as icebergs.
Coupling fields (sea surface temperature, surface velocities, ice fraction, ice, and snow thickness) passed from the ocean to the atmosphere are instantaneous fields, but again at the new coupling frequency. Consistent with the treatment of momentum fluxes described above, the surface velocities passed to the atmosphere model are simply meaned ocean and sea ice values, weighted according to ice fraction. Hewitt et al. (2011) described some of the choices made for the interpolation schemes for atmosphere to ocean and vice versa. These were made based on detailed assessment of regridding between the N96 atmosphere grid and the ORCA1 ocean grid and have not been reexamined for the higher resolution ORCA025 grid (although N216-ORCA025 is a comparable resolution ratio to N96-ORCA1, so similar conclusions are expected to be valid).
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For long climate integrations, energy and freshwater budgets are clearly critical and so conservation of both heat and freshwater across the coupler has been checked in the GC2 and GC3 configurations and found to be accurate to within around 10 24 W m 22 (equivalent top of the atmosphere flux) and 10 25 Sv, respectively. These residual imbalances are smaller than the internal conservation errors of some of the individual model components and are therefore not viewed as significant.
Although OASIS3-MCT has the capability of generating interpolation weights at run-time, we continue to calculate these weights off-line using SCRIP (Jones, 1999) . This is more efficient, traceable and allows some minor adjustments to be made where weights are otherwise calculated incorrectly due to complications caused by the north-fold of the tripolar ocean grid. The method for coupling the ocean component with the UM atmosphere is such that the ocean grid determines the coastline (with land fractions in all gridboxes as either 0 or 1) but the atmosphere model then uses ''coastal tiling'' allowing the grid-box land fractions around the coast to take a value between 0 and 1 (calculated by interpolating the ocean land-sea mask onto the atmosphere grid). The atmosphere deals with incoming ocean data on fractional land gridboxes by normalizing the values, based on the nonmasked source cell areas (as opposed to the alternative approach of normalizing based on the target cell areas). Equivalently when checking conservation for atmosphere to ocean fluxes, the atmosphere fields on coastal points must be multiplied by the ocean fraction.
The models use versions 2.0 (GC3.0) and 3.0 (GC3.1) of the ''fully parallel'' OASIS3-MCT coupler which has been demonstrated to be scalable for the number and size of subdomains deployed. Since OASIS3-MCT coupling adopts a library-based approach whereby the coupling code is linked directly to the component models there is no separate coupler executable as such. The cost of coupling transformations is thus included directly in the cost of the components themselves. Use of OASIS3-MCT makes load balancing and model configuration relatively simple since there are only two executable components to consider and only a single OASIS control file to set up.
